I. Overview

Whether they know it or not, most Americans today surrender their personal information to engage in the most basic aspects of modern life. When they buy groceries, do homework, or apply for car insurance, for example, consumers today likely give a wide range of personal information about themselves to companies, including their movements,3 payment records,3 menstrual cycles,4 web-browsing,5 and faces,6 among other basic aspects of their lives.

Companies, meanwhile, develop and market products and services to collect and monetize this data. An elaborate and lucrative market for the collection,
Some companies, moreover, reportedly claim to collect consumer data for one stated purpose but then also use it for other purposes.\textsuperscript{12} Many such firms, for example, sell or otherwise monetize such information or compilations of it in their dealings with advertisers, data brokers, and other third parties.\textsuperscript{13} These practices also appear to exist outside of the retail consumer setting. Some employers, for example, reportedly collect an assortment of worker data to evaluate productivity, among other reasons—\textsuperscript{14}—a practice that has become more pervasive since the onset of the COVID–19 pandemic.\textsuperscript{15}

Many companies engage in these practices pursuant to the ostensible consent that they obtain from their consumers.\textsuperscript{16} But, as networked devices and online services become essential to navigating daily life, consumers may have little choice but to accept the terms that firms offer.\textsuperscript{17} Reports suggest that consumers have become resigned to the ways in which companies collect and monetize their information, largely because consumers have little to no actual control over what happens to their information once companies collect it.\textsuperscript{18}

In any event, the permissions that consumers give may not always be meaningful or informed. Studies have shown that most people do not generally understand the market for consumer data that operates beyond their monitors and displays.\textsuperscript{19} Most consumers, for example, know little about the data brokers and third parties who collect and trade consumer data or build consumer profiles\textsuperscript{20} that can expose intimate details about their lives and, in the wrong hands, could expose unsuspecting people to future harm.\textsuperscript{21}


\textsuperscript{17}See, e.g., Danielle Abri & Drew Harwell, Keystroke tracking tools, Big Tech and facial recognition: The box may be watching long after the pandemic ends, Wash. Post (Sept. 24, 2021), https://www.washingtonpost.com/technology/2021/09/24/remote-work-from-home-surveillance/.
Many privacy notices that acknowledge such risks are reportedly not readable to the average consumer. Many consumers do not have the time to review lengthy privacy notices for each of their devices, applications, websites, or services, let alone the periodic updates to them. If consumers do not have meaningful access to this information, they cannot make informed decisions about the costs and benefits of using different services.

This information asymmetry between companies and consumer runs even deeper. Companies can use the information that they collect to direct consumers’ online experiences in ways that are rarely apparent—and in ways that go well beyond merely providing the products or services for which consumers believe they sign up. The Commission’s enforcement actions have targeted several pernicious dark pattern practices, including burying privacy settings behind multiple layers of the user interface and making misleading representations to “trick or trap” consumers into providing personal information. In other instances, firms may misrepresent or fail to communicate clearly how they use and protect people’s data. The reported scale and pervasiveness of such practices, individual consumer consent may be irrelevant.

The material harms of these commercial surveillance practices may be substantial, moreover, given that they may increase the risks of cyberattack by hackers, data thieves, and other bad actors. Companies’ lax data security practices may impose enormous financial and human costs. Fraud and identity theft cost both businesses and consumers billions of dollars, and consumer complaints are on the rise. For some kinds of fraud, consumers have historically spent an average of 60 hours per victim trying to resolve the issue. Even the nation’s critical infrastructure is at stake, as evidenced by the recent attacks on the largest fuel pipeline, meatpacking plants, and water treatment facilities in the United States.

Companies’ collection and use of data have significant consequences for consumers’ wallets, safety, and mental health. Sophisticated digital advertising systems reportedly automate the targeting of fraudulent products and services to the most vulnerable consumers. Stalking apps continue to endanger people. Children and teenagers remain vulnerable to cyber bullying, cyberstalking, and the distribution of child sexual abuse material. Peer-reviewed research has linked social media use with depression, anxiety, eating disorders, and suicidal ideation among kids and teens.

Finally, companies’ growing reliance on automated systems is creating new


forms and mechanisms for discrimination based on statutorily protected categories,53 including in critical areas such as housing,39 employment,40 and healthcare.41 For example, some employers’ automated systems have reportedly learned to prefer men over women.42 Meanwhile, a recent investigation suggested that lenders’ use of educational attainment in credit underwriting might disadvantage students who attended historically Black colleges and universities.43 And the Department of Justice recently settled its first case challenging algorithmic discrimination under the Fair Housing Act for a social media advertising delivery system that unlawfully discriminated based on protected categories.44 Critically, these kinds of disparate outcomes may arise even when automated systems consider only unprotected consumer traits.

The Commission is issuing this ANPR pursuant to Section 18 of the Federal Trade Commission Act (“FTC Act”) and the Commission’s Rules of Practice46 because recent Commission actions, news reporting, and public research suggest that harmful commercial surveillance and lax data security practices may be prevalent and increasingly unavoidable.47 These developments suggest that trade regulation rules reflecting these current realities may be needed to ensure Americans are protected from unfair or deceptive acts or practices. New rules could also foster a greater sense of predictability for companies and consumers and minimize the uncertainty that case-by-case enforcement may engender.

Countries around the world and states across the nation have been alert to these concerns. Many accordingly have enacted laws and regulations that impose restrictions on companies’ collection, use, analysis, retention, transfer, sharing, and sale or other monetization of consumer data. In recognition of the complexity and opacity of commercial surveillance practices today, such laws have reduced the emphasis on providing notice and obtaining consent and have instead stressed additional privacy “defaults” as well as increased accountability for businesses and restrictions on certain practices.

For example, European Union (“EU”) member countries enforce the EU’s General Data Protection Regulation (“GDPR”),48 which, among other things, limits the processing of personal data to six lawful bases and provides consumers with certain rights to access, delete, correct, and port such data. Canada’s Personal Information Protection and Electronic Documents Act49 and Brazil’s General Law for the Protection of Personal Data (LGPD)50 also provide comprehensive privacy protection frameworks.

CFR 1.3:1 The Commission published a notice about the petition, 86 FR 73206 (Dec. 23, 2021), and accepted public comments, which are compiled at https://www.regulations.gov/docket/FTC-2021-0070-Comments. The petitioner urges new rules that address the way in which certain dominant companies exploit their access to and control of consumer data. Those unfair-competition concerns overlap with some of the concerns in this ANPR about unfair or deceptive acts or practices, and several comments in support of the petition also urged the Commission to pursue a rulemaking using its authority to regulate unfair or deceptive practices. See, e.g., Cmt. of Consumer Reports & Elect. Privacy Info. Ctr., at 2 (Jan. 27, 2022), https://downloads.regulations.gov/FTC-2021-0070-0009/downloads//attachment_1.pdf; Accordingly, Item IV, below, invites comments on the ways in which existing and emergent commercial surveillance practices harm consumers and on any new rule or rulemaking that would address such practices. Such rules could arise from the Commission’s authority to protect against unfair methods of competition, so they may be proposed directly without first being subject of an advance notice of proposed rulemaking. See 15 U.S.C. 57a(a)(2) (Section 18’s procedural requirements, including an ANPR, apply to rules delining unfair or deceptive acts or practices but expressly do not apply to rules “with respect to unfair methods of competition”).


Protection of Personal Data contain some similar rights. Laws in California, Virginia, Colorado, Utah, and Connecticut, moreover, include some comparable rights, and numerous state legislatures are considering similar laws. Alabama, Illinois, Texas, and Washington, have enacted laws related to the development and use of artificial intelligence. Other states, including Illinois, Texas, and Washington, have enacted laws governing the use of biometric data. All fifty U.S. states have laws that require businesses to notify consumers of certain breaches of consumers’ data. And numerous states require businesses to take reasonable steps to secure consumers’ data.

Through this ANPR, the Commission is beginning to consider the potential need for rules and requirements regarding commercial surveillance and lax data security practices. Section 18 of the FTC Act authorizes the Commission to promulgate, modify, and repeal trade regulation rules that define with specificity acts or practices that are unfair or deceptive in or affecting commerce within the meaning of Section 5(a)(1) of the FTC Act. Through this ANPR, the Commission aims to generate a public record about prevalent commercial surveillance practices or lax data security practices that are unfair or deceptive, as well as about efficient, effective, and adaptive regulatory responses. These comments will help to sharpen the Commission’s enforcement work and may inform reform by Congress or other policymakers, even if the Commission does not ultimately promulgate new trade regulation rules.

The term “data security” in this ANPR refers to breach risk mitigation, data management and retention, data minimization, and breach notification and disclosure practices. For the purposes of this ANPR, “commercial surveillance” refers to the collection, aggregation, analysis, retention, transfer, or monetization of consumer data and the direct derivatives of that information. These data include both information that consumers actively provide—or, when they affirmatively register for a service or make a purchase—as well as personal identifiers and other information that companies collect, for example, when a consumer casually browses the web or opens an app. This latter category is far broader than the first.

The term “consumer” as used in this ANPR includes businesses and workers, not just individuals who buy or exchange data for retail goods and services. This approach is consistent with the Commission’s longstanding practice of bringing enforcement actions against firms that harm companies as well as workers of all kinds. The FTC has frequently used Section 5 of the FTC Act to protect small businesses or individuals in contexts involving their employment or independent contractor status.

This ANPR proceeds as follows. Item II outlines the Commission’s existing authority to bring enforcement actions and promulgate trade regulation rules under the FTC Act. Item III sets out the wide range of actions against commercial surveillance and data security acts or practices that the Commission has pursued in recent years as well as the benefits and shortcomings of this case-by-case approach. Item IV sets out the questions on which the Commission seeks public comment. Finally, Item V provides instructions on the comment submission process, and Item VI describes a public forum that is scheduled to take place to facilitate public involvement in this rulemaking proceeding.

II. The Commission’s Authority

Congress authorized the Commission to propose a rule defining unfair or:


deceptive acts or practices with specificity when the Commission "has reason to believe that the unfair or deceptive acts or practices which are the subject of the proposed rulemaking are prevalent."79 A determination about prevalence can be made either on the basis of "cease-and-desist" orders regarding such acts or practices that the Commission has previously issued, or when it has "any other information" that "indicates a widespread pattern of unfair or deceptive acts or practices."77

Generally, a practice is unfair under Section 5 if it causes or is likely to cause substantial injury, (2) the injury is not reasonably avoidable by consumers, and (3) the injury is not outweighed by benefits to consumers or competition.72

A representation, omission, or practice is deceptive under Section 5 if it is likely to mislead consumers acting reasonably under the circumstances and is material to consumers—that is, it would likely affect the consumer's conduct or decision with regard to a product or service.77 Under the statute, this broad language is applied to specific commercial practices through Commission enforcement actions and the promulgation of trade regulation rules.

In addition to the FTC Act, the Commission enforces a number of sector-specific laws that relate to commercial surveillance practices, including: the Fair Credit Reporting Act,74 which protects the privacy of consumer information collected by consumer reporting agencies; the Child Online Privacy Protection Act ("COPPA"),75 which protects information collected online from children under the age of 13; the Gramm-Leach-Bliley Act ("GLBA"),76 which protects the privacy of customer information collected by financial institutions; the Controlling the Assault of Non-Solicited Pornography and Marketing ("CAN-SPAM") Act,77 which protects the privacy of customer information collected by commercial entities; the Controlling the Assault of Non-Solicited Pornography and Marketing Act ("CAN-SPAM") Act,77 which protects the privacy of customer information collected by commercial entities; and the Health Information Privacy Act,79 which protects individuals' health information.

Requirements on related third-parties; the Telemarketing and Consumer Fraud and Abuse Prevention Act,79 under which the Commission implemented the Do Not Call Registry;80 the Health Breach Notification Rule,81 which applies to certain health information; and the Equal Credit Opportunity Act,82 which protects individuals from discrimination on the basis of race, color, religion, national origin, sex, marital status, receipt of public assistance, or good faith exercise of rights under the Consumer Credit Protection Act and requires creditors to provide to applicants, upon request, the reasons underlying decisions to deny credit.

III. The Commission’s Current Approach to Privacy and Data Security

a. Case-By-Case Enforcement and General Policy Work

For more than two decades, the Commission has been the nation's privacy agency, engaging in policy work and bringing scores of enforcement actions concerning data privacy and security.83 These actions have alleged that certain practices violate Section 5 of the FTC Act or other statutes to the extent they pose risks to physical security, cause economic or reputational injury, or involve unwanted intrusions into consumers' daily lives.84 For example, the Commission has brought actions for:

- the surreptitious collection and sale of consumer phone records obtained through false pretenses;
- the public posting of private health-related data online;
- the sharing of private health-related data with third parties;
- inaccurate tenant screening;
- public disclosure of consumers’ financial information in responses to consumers’ critical online reviews of the publisher’s services;
- pre-installation of ad-injecting software that acted as a man-in-the-middle between consumers and all websites with which they communicates and collected and transmitted to the software developer consumers’ internet browsing data;
- solicitation and online publication of “revenge porn”—intimate pictures and videos of ex-partners, along with their personal information—and the collection of fees to take down such information;
- development and marketing of “stalkerware” that purchasers surreptitiously installed on others’ phones or computers in order to monitor them;82


retroactive application of material privacy policy changes to personal information that businesses previously collected from users; 93

• distribution of software that caused or was likely to cause consumers to unwittingly share their files publicly; 94

• surreptitious activation of webcams in leased computers placed in consumers’ homes; 95

• sale of sensitive data such as Social Security numbers to third parties who did not have a legitimate business need for the information, 96 including known fraudsters; 97

• collection and sharing of sensitive television-viewing information to target advertising contrary to reasonable expectations; 98

• collection of phone numbers and email addresses to improve social media account security, but then deceptively using that data to allow companies to target advertisements in violation of an existing consent order; 99


See also, e.g., Compl., In re Turn Inc., F.T.C. File No. 152–3089 (Apr. 6, 2017) (alleging that Respondent deceptively used flash cookies to collect for advertising purposes information about consumers who changed their web browser settings to block cookies), https://www.ftc.gov/sites/default/files/documents/cases/2013/07/130702thctcmpt.pdf.
The Commission has also engaged in broader policy work concerning data privacy and security. For example, it has promulgated rules pursuant to the sector-specific statutes enumerated above. It also has published reports and closely monitored existing and emergent practices, including data brokers’ activities, “dark patterns,” facial recognition, Internet of Things, big data, cross-device tracking, and mobile privacy.

The Commission’s extensive enforcement and policy work over the last couple of decades on consumer data privacy and security has raised important questions about the prevalence of harmful commercial surveillance and lax data security practices. This experience suggests that enforcement alone without rulemaking may be insufficient to protect consumers from significant harms. First, the FTC Act limits the remedies that the Commission may impose in enforcement actions on companies for violations of Section 5. Specifically, the statute generally does not allow the Commission to seek civil penalties for first-time violations of that provision. The fact that the Commission does not have authority to seek penalties for first-time violators may insufficiently deter future law violations. This may put firms that are careful to follow the law, including those that implement reasonable privacy-protective measures, at a competitive disadvantage. New trade regulation rules could, by contrast, set clear legal requirements or benchmarks by which to evaluate covered companies. They also would incentivize all companies to invest in compliance more consistently because, pursuant to the FTC Act, the Commission may impose civil penalties for first-time violations of duly promulgated trade regulation rules.

Second, the while the Commission can enjoin conduct that violates Section 5, as a matter of law and policy enforcement, such relief may be inadequate in the context of commercial surveillance and lax data security practices. For instance, after a hacker steals personal consumer data from an inadequately secured database, an injunction stopping the conduct and requiring the business to take affirmative steps to improve its security going forward can help prevent future breaches but does not remediate the harm that has already occurred or is likely to occur.

Third, even in those instances in which the Commission can obtain monetary relief for violations of Section 5, such relief may be difficult to apply to some harmful commercial surveillance or lax data security practices that may not cause direct financial injury or, in any given individual case, do not lend themselves to broadly accepted ways of quantifying harm. This is a problem that is underscored by commercial surveillance practices involving automated decision-making systems where the harm to any given individual or small group of individuals might affect other consumers in ways that are opaque or


hard to discern in the near term, but are potentially no less unfair or deceptive.

Finally, the Commission’s limited resources today can make it challenging to investigate and act on the extensive public reporting on data security practices that may violate Section 5, especially given how digitized and networked all aspects of the economy are becoming. A trade regulation rule could provide clarity and predictability about the statute’s application to existing and emergent commercial surveillance and data security practices that, given institutional constraints, may be hard to equal or keep up with, case-by-case.

IV. Questions

The commercial surveillance and lax data security practices that this ANPR describes above are only a sample of what the Commission’s enforcement actions, news reporting, and published research have revealed. Here, in this item, the Commission invites public comment on (a) the nature and prevalence of harmful commercial surveillance and lax data security practices, (b) the balance of costs and countervailing benefits of such practices for consumers and competition, as well as the costs and benefits of any given potential trade regulation rule, and (c) proposals for protecting consumers from harmful and prevalent commercial surveillance and lax data security practices.

This ANPR does not identify the full scope of potential approaches the Commission might ultimately undertake by rule or otherwise. It does not delineate a boundary on the issues on which the public may submit comments. Nor does it constrain the actions the Commission might pursue in an NPRM or final rule. The Commission invites comment on all potential rules, including those currently in force in foreign jurisdictions, individual U.S. states, and other legal jurisdictions.

Given the significant interest this proceeding is likely to generate, and in order to facilitate an efficient review of submissions, the Commission encourages but does not require commenters to (1) submit a short Executive Summary of no more than three single-spaced pages at the beginning of all comments, (2) provide supporting material, including empirical data, findings, and analysis in established news organizations and research institutions, (3) consistent with the questions below, describe the relative benefits and costs of their recommended approach, (4) refer to the numbered question(s) to which the comment is addressed, and (5) tie their recommendations to specific commercial surveillance and lax data security practices.

a. To what extent do commercial surveillance practices or lax security measures harm consumers?

This ANPR has alluded to only a fraction of the potential consumer harms arising from lax data security or commercial surveillance practices, including those concerning physical security, economic injury, psychological harm, reputational injury, and unwanted intrusion.

1. Which practices do companies use to surveil consumers?
2. Which measures do companies use to protect consumer data?
3. Which of these measures or practices are prevalent? Are some practices more prevalent in some sectors than in others?
4. How, if at all, do these commercial surveillance practices harm consumers or increase the risk of harm to consumers?
5. Are there some harms that consumers may not easily discern or identify? Which are they?
6. Are there any harms that consumers may not easily quantify or measure? Which are they?
7. How should the Commission identify and evaluate these commercial surveillance harms or potential harms? On which evidence or measures should the Commission rely to substantiate its actions?

b. To what extent do commercial surveillance practices or lax data security measures harm children, including teenagers?

12. Lax data security measures and harmful commercial surveillance injure different kinds of consumers (e.g., young people, workers, franchises, small businesses, women, victims of stalking or domestic violence, racial minorities, the elderly) in different sectors (e.g., health, finance, employment) or in different segments or “stacks” of the internet economy. For example, harms arising from data security breaches in finance or healthcare may be different from those concerning discriminatory advertising on social media which may be different from those involving education technology. How, if at all, should potential new trade regulation rules address harms to different consumers across different sectors? Which commercial surveillance practices, if any, are unlawful such that new trade regulation rules should set out clear limitations or prohibitions on them? To what extent, if any, is a comprehensive regulatory approach better than a sectoral one for any given harm?

13. The Commission here invites comment on commercial surveillance practices or lax data security measures that affect children, including teenagers. Are there practices or measures to which children or teenagers are particularly vulnerable or susceptible? For instance, are children and teenagers more likely than adults to be manipulated by practices designed to...
encourage the sharing of personal information?

14. What types of commercial surveillance practices involving children and teens’ data are most concerning? For instance, given the reputational harms that teenagers may be characteristically less capable of anticipating than adults, to what extent should new trade regulation rules provide teenagers with an erasure mechanism in a similar way that COPPA provides for children under 13? Which measures beyond those required under COPPA would best protect children, including teenagers, from harmful commercial surveillance practices?

15. In what circumstances, if any, is a company’s failure to provide children and teenagers with privacy protections, such as not providing privacy-protective settings by default, an unfair practice, even if the site or service is not targeted to minors? For example, should services that collect information from large numbers of children be required to provide them enhanced privacy protections regardless of whether the services are directed to them? Should services that do not target children and teenagers be required to take steps to determine the age of their users and provide additional protections for minors?

16. Which sites or services, if any, implement child-protective measures or settings even if they do not direct their content to children and teenagers? Do techniques that manipulate consumers into prolonging online activity (e.g., video autoplay, infinite or endless scroll, quantified public popularity) facilitate commercial surveillance of children and teenagers? If so, how? In which circumstances, if any, are a company’s use of those techniques on children and teenagers an unfair practice? For example, is it an unfair or deceptive practice when a company uses these techniques despite evidence or research linking them to clinical depression, anxiety, eating disorders, or suicidal ideation among children and teenagers?

18. To what extent should trade regulation rules distinguish between different age groups among children (e.g., 13 to 15, 16 to 17, etc.)?

19. Given the lack of clarity about the workings of commercial surveillance behind the screen or display, is parental consent an efficacious way of ensuring child online privacy? Which other protections or mechanisms, if any, should the Commission consider?

20. How extensive is the business-to-business market for children and teens’ data? In this vein, should new trade regulation rules set out clear limits on transferring, sharing, or monetizing children and teens’ personal information?

21. Should companies limit their uses of the information that they collect to the specific services for which children and teenagers or their parents sign up? Should new rules set out clear limits on personalized advertising to children and teenagers irrespective of parental consent? If so, on what basis? What harms stem from personalized advertising to children? What, if any, are the prevalent unfair or deceptive practices that result from personalized advertising to children and teenagers?

22. Should new rules impose differing obligations to protect information collected from children depending on the risks of the particular collection practices?

23. How would potential rules that block or otherwise help to stem the spread of child sexual abuse material, including content-matching techniques, otherwise affect consumer privacy?

24. The Commission invites comment on the relative costs and benefits of any current practice, as well as those for any responsive regulation. How should the Commission engage in this balancing in the context of commercial surveillance and data security? Which variables or outcomes should it consider in such an accounting? Which variables or outcomes are salient but hard to quantify as a material cost or benefit? How should the Commission ensure adequate weight is given to costs and benefits that are hard to quantify?

25. What is the right time horizon for evaluating the relative costs and benefits of existing or emergent commercial surveillance and data security practices? What is the right time horizon for evaluating the relative benefits and costs of regulation?

26. To what extent would any given new trade regulation rule on data security or commercial surveillance impede or enhance innovation? To what extent would such rules enhance or impede the development of certain kinds of products, services, and applications over others?

27. Would any given new trade regulation rule on data security or commercial surveillance impede or enhance competition? Would any given rule entrench the potential dominance of one company or set of companies in ways that impede competition? If so, how and to what extent?

28. Should the analysis of cost and benefits differ in the context of information about children? If so, how?

29. What are the benefits or costs of refraining from promulgating new rules on commercial surveillance or data security?

d. How, if at all, should the Commission regulate harmful commercial surveillance or data security practices that are prevalent?

i. Rulemaking Generally

30. Should the Commission pursue a Section 18 rulemaking on commercial surveillance and data security? To what extent are existing legal authorities and extralegal measures, including self-regulation, sufficient? To what extent, if at all, are self-regulatory principles effective?

ii. Data Security

31. Should the Commission commence a Section 18 rulemaking on data security? The Commission specifically seeks comment on how potential new trade regulation rules could require or help incentivize reasonable data security.

32. Should, for example, new rules require businesses to implement administrative, technical, and physical data security measures, including encryption techniques, to protect against risks to the security, confidentiality, or integrity of covered data? If so, which measures? How granular should such measures be? Is there evidence of any impediments to implementing such measures?

33. Should new rules codify the prohibition on deceptive claims about consumer data security, accordingly authorizing the Commission to seek civil penalties for first-time violations?

34. Do the data security requirements under COPPA or the GLBA Safeguards Rule offer any constructive guidance for a more general trade regulation rule on data security across sectors or in other specific sectors?

35. Should the Commission take into account other laws at the state and federal level (e.g., COPPA) that already include data security requirements. If so, how? Should the Commission take into account other governments’ requirements as to data security (e.g., GDPR). If so, how?

36. To what extent, if at all, should the Commission require firms to certify that their data practices meet clear security standards? If so, who should set those standards, the FTC or a third-party entity?
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58. Could new rules help ensure that firms’ automated decision-making practices better protect non-English speaking communities from fraud and abusive data practices? If so, how?

59. If new rules restrict certain automated decision-making practices, which alternatives, if any, would take their place? Would these alternative techniques be less prone to error than the automated decision-making they replace?

60. To what extent, if at all, should new rules forbid or limit the development, design, and use of automated decision-making systems that generate or otherwise facilitate outcomes that violate Section 5 of the FTC Act? Should such rules apply economy-wide or only in some sectors? If the latter, which ones? Should these rules be structured differently depending on the sector? If so, how?

61. What would be the effect of restrictions on automated decision-making in product access, product features, product quality, or pricing? To what alternative forms of pricing would companies turn, if any?

62. Which, if any, legal theories would support limits on the use of automated systems in targeted advertising given potential constitutional or other legal challenges?

63. To what extent, if at all, does the First Amendment bar or not bar the Commission from promulgating or enforcing rules concerning the ways in which companies personalize services or deliver targeted advertisements?

64. To what extent, if at all, does Section 230 of the Communications Act, 47 U.S.C. 230, bar the Commission from promulgating or enforcing rules concerning the ways in which companies use automated decision-making systems to, among other things, personalize services or deliver targeted advertisements?

v. Discrimination Based on Protected Categories

65. How prevalent is algorithmic discrimination based on protected categories such as race, sex, and age? Is such discrimination more pronounced in some sectors than others? If so, which ones?

66. How should the Commission evaluate or measure algorithmic discrimination? How does algorithmic discrimination affect consumers, directly and indirectly? To what extent, if at all, does algorithmic discrimination stifle innovation or competition?

67. How should the Commission address such algorithmic discrimination? Should it consider new trade regulation rules that bar or somehow limit the deployment of any system that produces discrimination, irrespective of the data or processes on which those outcomes are based? If so, which standards should the Commission use to measure or evaluate disparate outcomes? How should the Commission analyze discrimination based on proxies for protected categories? How should the Commission analyze discrimination when more than one protected category is implicated (e.g., pregnant veteran or Black woman)?

68. Should the Commission focus on harms based on protected classes? Should the Commission consider harms to other underserved groups that current law does not recognize as protected from discrimination (e.g., unhoused people or residents of rural communities)?

69. Should the Commission consider new rules on algorithmic discrimination in areas where Congress has already explicitly legislated, such as housing, employment, labor, and consumer finance? Or should the Commission consider such rules addressing all sectors?

70. How, if at all, would restrictions on discrimination by automated decision-making systems based on protected categories affect all consumers?

71. To what extent, if at all, may the Commission rely on its unfairness authority under Section 5 to promulgate antidiscrimination rules? Should it?

72. How, if at all, should antidiscrimination doctrine in other sectors or federal statutes relate to new rules?

73. How can the Commission’s expertise and authorities complement those of other civil rights agencies? How might a new rule ensure space for interagency collaboration?

vi. Consumer Consent

74. The Commission invites comment on the effectiveness and administrability of consumer consent to companies’ commercial surveillance and data security practices. Given the reported scale, opacity, and pervasiveness of existing commercial surveillance today, to what extent is consumer consent an effective way of evaluating whether a practice is unfair or deceptive? How should the Commission evaluate its effectiveness?

75. To what extent does current law prohibit commercial surveillance practices, irrespective of whether consumers consent to them?

76. To what extent should new trade regulation rules prohibit certain specific commercial surveillance practices, irrespective of whether consumers consent to them?

77. To what extent should new trade regulation rules require firms to give consumers the choice of whether to be subject to commercial surveillance? To what extent should new trade regulation rules give consumers the choice of withdrawing their duly given prior consent? How demonstrable or substantial must consumer consent be if it is to remain a useful way of evaluating whether a commercial surveillance practice is unfair or deceptive? How should the Commission evaluate whether consumer consent is meaningful enough?

78. What would be the effects on consumers of a rule that required firms to give consumers the choice of being subject to commercial surveillance or withdrawing that consent? When or how often should any given company offer consumers the choice? And for which practices should companies provide these options, if not all?

79. Should the Commission require different consent standards for different consumer groups (e.g., parents of teenagers (as opposed to parents of pre-teens), elderly individuals, individuals in crisis or otherwise especially vulnerable to deception)?

80. Have opt-out choices proved effective in protecting against commercial surveillance? If so, how and in what contexts?

81. Should new trade regulation rules require companies to give consumers the choice of opting out of all or certain limited commercial surveillance practices? If so, for which practices or purposes should the provision of an opt-out choice be required? For example, to what extent should new rules require that consumers have the choice of opting out of all personalized or targeted advertising?

82. How, if at all, should the Commission require companies to recognize or abide by each consumer’s respective choice about opting out of commercial surveillance practices—whether it be for all commercial surveillance practices or just some? How would any such rule affect consumers, given that they do not all have the same preference for the amount or kinds of personal information that they share?

vii. Notice, Transparency, and Disclosure

83. To what extent should the Commission consider rules that require companies to make information
available about their commercial surveillance practices? What kinds of information should new trade regulation rules require companies to make available and in what form?

84. In which contexts are transparency or disclosure requirements effective? In which contexts are they less effective?

85. Which, if any, mechanisms should the Commission use to require or incentivize companies to be forthcoming? Which, if any, mechanisms should the Commission use to verify the sufficiency, accuracy, or authenticity of the information that companies provide?

a. What are the mechanisms for opacity?

86. The Commission invites comment on the nature of the opacity of different forms of commercial surveillance practices. On which technological or legal mechanisms do companies rely to shield their commercial surveillance practices from public scrutiny? Intellectual property protections, including trade secrets, for example, limit the involuntary public disclosure of the assets on which companies rely to deliver products, services, content, or advertisements. How should the Commission address, if at all, these potential limitations?

b. Who should administer notice or disclosure requirements?

87. To what extent should the Commission rely on third-party intermediaries (e.g., government officials, journalists, academics, or auditors) to help facilitate new disclosure rules?

88. To what extent, moreover, should the Commission consider the proprietary or competitive interests of covered companies in deciding what role such third-party auditors or researchers should play in administering disclosure requirements?

c. What should companies provide notice of or disclose?

89. To what extent should trade regulation rules, if at all, require companies to explain (1) the data they use, (2) how they collect, retain, disclose, or transfer that data, (3) how they choose to implement any given automated decision-making system or process to analyze or process the data, including the consideration of alternative methods, (4) how they process or use that data to reach a decision, (5) whether they rely on a third-party vendor to make such decisions, (6) the impacts of their commercial surveillance practices, including disparities or other distributional outcomes among consumers, and (7) risk mitigation measures to address potential consumer harms?

90. Disclosures such as these might not be comprehensible to many audiences. Should new rules, if promulgated, require plain-spoken explanations? How effective could such explanations be, no matter how plain? To what extent, if at all, should new rules detail such requirements?

91. Disclosure requirements could vary depending on the nature of the service or potential for harm. A potential new trade regulation rule could, for example, require different kinds of disclosure tools depending on the nature of the data or practices at issue (e.g., collection, retention, or transfer) or the sector (e.g., consumer credit, housing, or work). Or the agency could impose transparency measures that require in-depth accounting (e.g., impact assessments) or evaluation against externally developed standards (e.g., third-party auditing). How, if at all, should the Commission implement and enforce such rules?

92. To what extent should the Commission, if at all, make regular self-reporting, third-party audits or assessments, or self-administered impact assessments about commercial surveillance practices a standing obligation? How frequently, if at all, should the Commission require companies to disclose such materials publicly? If it is not a standing obligation, what should trigger the publication of such materials?

93. To what extent do companies have the capacity to provide any of the above information? Given the potential cost of such disclosure requirements, should trade regulation rules exempt certain companies due to their size or the nature of the consumer data at issue?

viii. Remedies

94. How should the FTC’s authority to implement remedies under the Act determine the form or substance of any potential new trade regulation rules on commercial surveillance? Should new rules enumerate specific forms of relief or damages that are not explicit in the FTC Act but that are within the Commission’s authority? For example, should a potential new trade regulation rule on commercial surveillance explicitly identify algorithmic disgorgement, a remedy that forbids companies from profiting from unlawful practices related to their use of automated tools, as a potential remedy? Which, if any, other remedial tools should new trade regulation rules on commercial surveillance explicitly identify? Is there a limit to the Commission’s authority to implement remedies by regulation?

ix. Obsolescence

95. The Commission is alert to the potential obsolescence of any rulemaking. As important as targeted advertising is to today’s internet economy, for example, it is possible that its role may wane. Companies and other stakeholders are exploring new business models. 129 Such changes would have notable collateral consequences for companies that have come to rely on the third-party advertising model, including and especially news publishing. These developments in online advertising marketplace are just one example. How should the Commission account for changes in business models in advertising as well as other commercial surveillance practices?

V. Comment Submissions

You can file a comment online or on paper. For the Commission to consider your comment, it must receive it on or before October 21, 2022. Write “Commercial Surveillance ANPR, R111004” on your comment. Your comment—including your name and your state—will be placed on the public record of this proceeding, including, to the extent practicable, on the https://www.regulations.gov website. The Commission strongly encourages you to submit your comments online through the https://www.regulations.gov website. To ensure the Commission considers your online comment, please follow the instructions on the web-based form.

If you file your comment on paper, write “Commercial Surveillance ANPR, R111004” on your comment and on the envelope, and mail your comment to the following address: Federal Trade Commission, Office of the Secretary, 600 Pennsylvania Avenue NW, Suite CC–5610 (Annex B), Washington, DC 20580.

Because your comment will be placed on the public record, you are solely responsible for making sure that your comment does not include any sensitive or confidential information. In particular, your comment should not contain sensitive personal information, such as your or anyone else’s Social Security number; date of birth; driver’s license number or other state identification number or foreign country equivalent; passport number; financial

account number; or credit or debit card number. You are also solely responsible for making sure your comment does not include any sensitive health information, such as medical records or other individually identifiable health information. In addition, your comment should not include any “[[trade secret or any commercial or financial information which . . . is privileged or confidential]]”—as provided in Section 6(f) of the FTC Act, 15 U.S.C. 46(f), and FTC Rule 4.10(a)(2), 16 CFR 4.10(a)(2)—including in particular competitively sensitive information such as costs, sales statistics, inventories, formulas, patterns, devices, manufacturing processes, or customer names.

Comments containing material for which confidential treatment is requested must be filed in paper form, must be clearly labeled “Confidential,” and must comply with FTC Rule 4.9(c). In particular, the written request for confidential treatment that accompanies the comment must include the factual and legal basis for the request and must identify the specific portions of the comment to be withheld from the public record. See FTC Rule 4.9(c). Your comment will be kept confidential only if the General Counsel grants your request in accordance with the law and the public interest. Once your comment has been posted publicly at https://www.regulations.gov—as legally required by FTC Rule 4.9(b)—we cannot redact or remove your comment, unless you submit a confidentiality request that meets the requirements for such treatment under FTC Rule 4.9(c), and the General Counsel grants that request.

Visit the FTC website to read this document and the news release describing it. The FTC Act and other laws that the Commission administers permit the collection of public comments to consider and use in this proceeding as appropriate. The Commission will consider all timely and responsive public comments it receives on or before October 21, 2022. For information on the Commission’s privacy policy, including routine uses permitted by the Privacy Act, see https://www.ftc.gov/site-information/privacy-policy.

VI. The Public Forum

The Commission will hold a public forum on Thursday, September 8, 2022, from 2 p.m. until 7:30 p.m. eastern time. In light of the ongoing COVID–19 pandemic, the forum will be held virtually, and members of the public are encouraged to attend virtually by visiting https://www.ftc.gov/news-events/events/2022/09/commercial-surveillance-data-security-anpr-public.

The public forum will address in greater depth the topics that are the subject of this document as well as the rulemaking process with a goal of facilitating broad public participation in response to this ANPR and any future rulemaking proceedings the Commission undertakes. A complete agenda will be posted at the aforementioned website and announced in a press release at a future date. Individuals or entities that would like to participate in the public forum by offering two-minute public remarks, should email Sept8testimony@ftc.gov. Please note that this email is only for requests to participate in the public forum and is not a means of submitting comments in response to this ANPR. Please see Item V above for instructions on submitting public comments.

Forum panelists will be selected by FTC staff, and public remarks are first come, first serve. The Commission will place a recording of the proceeding on the public record. Requests to participate in the public remarks must be received on or before August 31, 2022. Individuals or entities selected to participate will be notified on or before September 2, 2022. Because disclosing sources of funding promotes transparency, ensures objectivity, and maintains the public’s trust, prospective participants, if chosen, will be required to disclose the source of any support they received in connection with participation at the forum. This funding information will be included in the published biographies as part of the forum record.

By direction of the Commission.

Joel Christie,
Acting Secretary.

Note: The following statements will not appear in the Code of Federal Regulations:

Statement of Chair Lina M. Khan

Today, the Federal Trade Commission initiated a proceeding to examine whether we should implement new rules addressing data practices that are unfair or deceptive.

The Commission brought its first internet privacy case 24 years ago against GeoCities, one of the most popular websites at the time. 1 In the near quarter-century since, digital technologies and online services have rapidly evolved, with transformations in business models, technical capabilities, and social practices. These changes have yielded striking advancements and dazzling conveniences—but also tools that enable entirely new forms of persistent tracking and routinized surveillance. Firms now collect personal data on individuals on a massive scale and in a stunning array of contexts, resulting in an economy that, as one scholar put it, “represents probably the most highly surveilled environment in the history of humanity.” 2 This explosion in data collection and retention, meanwhile, has heightened the risks and costs of breaches—with Americans paying the price. 3

As the country’s de facto law enforcer in this domain, the FTC is charged with ensuring that our approach to enforcement and policy keeps pace with these new market realities. The agency has built a wealth of experience in the decades since the GeoCities case, applying our century-old tools to new products in order to protect Americans from evolving forms of data abuses. 4 Yet the growing digitalization of our economy—coupled with business models that can incentivize endless hoovering up of sensitive user data and a vast expansion of how this data is used—means potentially unlawful practices may be prevalent, with case-by-case enforcement failing to adequately deter lawbreaking or remedy the resulting harms.

---


4 See also Oscar Gandy, The Panoptic Sort: A Political Economy of Personal Information (2021).

Indeed, a significant majority of Americans today feel they have scant control over the data collected on them and believe the risks of data collection by commercial entities outweigh the benefits. Evidence also suggests the current configuration of commercial data practices do not actually reveal how much users value privacy or security. For one, the use of dark patterns and other conduct that seeks to manipulate users underscores the limits of treating present market outcomes as reflecting what users desire or value. More fundamentally what users often seem to lack is a real set of alternatives and cannot reasonably forego using technologies that are increasingly critical for navigating modern life.

The data practices of today’s surveillance economy can create and exacerbate deep asymmetries of information—exacerbating, in turn, imbalances of power. And the expanding contexts in which users’ personal data is used—from health care and housing to employment and education—what’s at stake with unlawful collection, use, retention, or disclosure is not just one’s subjective preference for privacy, but one’s access to opportunities in our economy and society, as well as core civil liberties and civil rights.

The fact that current data practices can have such consequential effects heightens both the importance of wielding the full set of tools Congress has given us, as well as the responsibility we have to do so. In particular, Section 18 of the FTC Act grants us clear authority to issue rules that identify specific business practices that are unlawful by virtue of being “unfair” or “deceptive.” Doing so could provide firms with greater clarity about the scope of their legal obligations. It could also strengthen our ability to deter lawbreaking, given that first-time violators of daily promulgated trade regulation rules—unlike most first-time violators of the FTC Act—are subject to civil penalties. This would also help dispense with competitive advantages enjoyed by firms that break the law: all companies would be on the hook for civil penalties for law violations, not just repeat offenders.

Today’s action marks the beginning of the rulemaking proceeding. In issuing an Advance notice of proposed rulemaking (ANPR), the Commission is seeking comments from the public on the extent and effects of various commercial surveillance and data security practices, as well as on various approaches to crafting rules to govern these practices and the attendant tradeoffs. Our goal at this stage is to begin building a rich public record to inform whether rulemaking is worthwhile and the form potential proposed rules should take. Robust public engagement will be critical—particularly for documenting specific harmful business practices and their prevalence, the magnitude and extent of the resulting consumer harm, the efficacy or shortcomings of rules pursued in other jurisdictions, and how to assess which areas are or are not fruitful for FTC rulemaking.

Because Section 18 lays out an extensive series of procedural steps, we will have ample opportunity to review our efforts in light of any new developments. If Congress passes strong federal privacy legislation—as I hope it does—or if there is any other significant change in applicable law, then the Commission would be able to reassess the value-add of this effort and whether continuing it is a sound use of resources. The recent steps taken by lawmakers to advance federal privacy legislation are highly encouraging, and our agency stands ready to continue aiding that process through technical assistance or otherwise sharing our staff’s expertise. At minimum, the record we will build through issuing this ANPR and seeking public comment can serve as a resource to policymakers across the board as legislative efforts continue.

The ANPR poses scores of broad and specific questions to help elicit and encourage responses from a diverse range of stakeholders. I look forward to engaging with and learning from the record we develop on the wide range of issues covered. Highlighted below are a few topics from the ANPR on which I am especially eager for us to build a record:

- Procedural protections versus substantive limits: Growing recognition of the limits of the “notice and consent” framework prompts us to reconsider more generally the adequacy of procedural protections, which tend to create process requirements while sidestepping more fundamental questions about whether certain types of data collection and processing should be permitted in the first place. Are there contexts in which our unfairness authority reaches a greater set of substantive limits on data collection? When might bans and prohibitions on certain data practices be most appropriate?

- Adminitrability: Information asymmetries between enforcers and market participants can be especially stark in the digital economy. How can

---

6 Brooke Auxier et al., Americans and Privacy: Concerned, Confused and Feeling Lack of Control Over Their Personal Information, Pew Res. Center (Nov. 15, 2019), https://www.pewresearch.org/internet/2019/11/15/americans-and-privacy-concerned-confused-and-feeling-lack-of-control-over-their-personal-information/ (noting that 81% of Americans believe that they “have very little/no control over the data companies collect” and that the “potential risks of companies collecting data about them outweigh the benefits”).


8 The FTC recently brought a case against Age of Learning, Inc., an educational subscription service that allegedly used dark patterns to scam millions of dollars from families. See Stipulated Order for Permanent Injunction and Monetary Judgement, FTC v. Age of Learning, Inc., No. 2:20-cv–7996 (C.D. Cal. Sept. 8, 2020). See also Zeynep Tufekci, The Latest Data Privacy Debacle, N.Y. Times (Jan. 30, 2018), http://www.nytimes.com/2018/01/30/opinion/strava-privacy.html (“Data privacy is more like air quality or safe drinking water, a public good that cannot be effectively regulated by trusting in the wisdom of millions of individual choices.”).

9 Bhaskar Chakravorti, Why It’s So Hard for Users to Control Their Data, Harv. Bus. Rev. (Jan. 30, 2020), https://hbr.org/2020/01/why-companies-make-it-so-hard-for-users-to-control-their-data (noting that “even if users wanted to negotiate more data agency, they have little leverage. Normally, in well-functioning markets, customers can choose from a range of competing providers. But this is not the case if the service is a widely used digital platform.”); see also Solove, supra note 7, at 29 (“In one survey, 81% of respondents said that they had at least once ‘submitted information online when they wished that they did not have to do so.’ People often are not afforded much choice or face a choice between two very bad options.”).


13 Woodrow Hartzog & Neil Richards, Privacy’s Constitutional Moment and the Limits of Data Protection, 61 B.C. L. Rev. 1687, 1693 (2020) (“[D]ata protection regimes seek to permit more ethical surveillance and data processing at the expense of foundational questions about whether that surveillance and processing should be allowed in the first place.”); Solove, supra note 7, at 29 (“The fact that people trade their privacy for products or services does not mean that these transactions are desirable in their current form. . . . [T]he mere fact that people make a tradeoff doesn’t mean that the tradeoff is fair, reasonable, or justifiable. For example, suppose people could trade away food safety regulation in exchange for cheaper food. There would be a price at which some people would accept greater risks of tainted food. The fact that there is such a price doesn’t mean that the law should allow the transaction.”).

14 ANPR at section IV(b) Q.21; ANPR at section IV(d) Q.43; ANPR at section IV(d) Q.48.

15 ANPR at section IV(d) Q.76.
we best ensure that any rules we pursue can be easily and efficiently administered and that these rules do not rest on determinations we are not well positioned to make or commitments we are not well positioned to police? How have jurisdictions successfully managed to police obligations such as “data minimization”? 16

- Business models and incentives: How should we approach business models that are premised on or incentivize persistent tracking and surveillance, especially for products or services consumers may not be able to reasonably avoid? 17

- Discrimination based on protected categories: Automated systems used by firms sometimes discriminate based on protected categories—such as race, color, religion, national origin, or sex—including in contexts where this discrimination is unlawful. 18 How should we consider whether new rules should limit or forbid discrimination based on protected categories under our Section 5 unfairness authority? 19

- Workplace surveillance: Reports suggest extensive tracking, collection, and analysis of consumer data in the workplace has expanded exponentially. 20 Are there particular considerations that should govern how we consider whether data abuses in the workplace may be deceptive or unfair? 21

To facilitate wide-ranging participation, we are seeking to make this process widely accessible. Our staff has published a “frequently asked questions” resource to demystify the rulemaking process and identify opportunities for the public to engage. 22 We will also host a virtual public forum on September 8, where people will be able to provide oral remarks that will be part of the ANPR record. 23

I am grateful to our agency staff for their work on this ANPR and my colleagues on the Commission for their engagement and input. Protecting Americans from unlawful commercial surveillance and data security practices is critical work, and I look forward to undertaking this effort with both the necessary urgency and rigor.

Statement of Commissioner Rebecca Kelly Slaughter

Three years ago, I gave a speech outlining why I believed that case-by-case enforcement in the space of data abuses was not effective; how I hoped to see Congress pass a long-overdue federal privacy law; and, that, until such a law is signed, the Commission should use its authority under Section 18 to initiate a rulemaking process. 24 I am delighted that Congress appears to be making substantial and unprecedented progress toward a meaningful privacy law, which I am eager to see pass. 2

Nonetheless, given the uncertainty of the legislative process and the time a Section 18 rulemaking necessarily takes, the Commission should not wait any longer than it already has to develop a public record that could support enforceable rules. So I am equally delighted that we are now beginning the Section 18 process by issuing this advance notice of proposed rulemaking (“ANPR”) on commercial surveillance and data security. 3

It is indisputable that the Federal Trade Commission has expertise in regulating this sector; it is widely recognized as the nation’s premier “privacy enforcer.” 4 I commend agency staff for their dogged application of our nearly 100-year-old consumer-protection statute (and handful of sector-specific privacy laws) to build that reputation.

Historically, much of that work operated through the straightforward application of those basic consumer-protection principles to privacy. The FTC ensured that companies told users what they were doing with the users’ data, insisted that they secure users’ consent, and policed companies’ promises. But case-by-case enforcement has not systemically deterred unlawful behavior in this market. As our own reports make clear, the prevailing notice-and-choice regime has failed to protect users, 5 and the modes by which sensitive information can be discovered,

---

16 ANPR at section IV(d) Q.49.
17 ANPR at section IV(a) Q.11.
19 ANPR at section IV(d) Q.65–72. See 15 U.S.C. 45(n) (“In determining whether an act or practice is unfair, the Commission may consider established public policies as evidence to be considered with all other evidence. Such public policy considerations may not serve as a primary basis for such determination.”). Cf. Joint Statement of Chair Lina M. Khan and Commissioner Rebecca Kelley Slaughter In the Matter of Napleton Automotive Group (Mar. 31, 2022), https://www.ftc.gov/news-events/press-releases/2022/03/joint-statement-lina-m-khan-commissioner-rebecca-kelly-slaughter-matter-napleton-automotive. Other agencies are also examining these practices. See Assistant Attorney General Kristen Clark, Keynote Address on AI and Civil Rights for the Department of Commerce’s National Telecommunications and Information Administration’s Virtual Listening Session (Dec. 14, 2021), https://justice.gov/opa/speech/assistant-attorney-general-krissten-clark-delivers-keynote-address-on-ai-and-civil-rights-department-dept.
21 ANPR at sections I, IV(a) Q.12.
23 The public forum will include a brief presentation on the rulemaking process and this ANPR comment period, panel discussions, and public and a public remarks section. More information can be found at https://www.ftc.gov/news-events/events/2022/09/commercial-surveillance-data-security-anpr-public-forum.
27 When Congress passed the Children’s Online Privacy Protection Act (“COPPA”) in 1998 it assigned sector-specific privacy enforcement and rulemaking powers to the FTC on top of our UDAP authority. Bills being debated in both House and Senate Commerce Committees build on our “comparative expertise” in this field and seek to streamline and enhance our privacy enforcement and rulemaking processes. See West Virginia v. EPA, 142 S. Ct. 2587, 2613 (2022) (“When an agency has no comparative expertise” in making certain policy judgments, we have said, ‘Congress presumably would not task it with doing so.’” (quoting King v. Wilke, 139 S. Ct. 2400, 2417 (2019))).
derived, and disclosed have only grown in number and complexity.6 Data abuses such as surreptitious biometric or location tracking,7 unaccountable and discriminatory algorithmic decision-making,8 or lax data security practices9 have been either caused by, exacerbated by, or are in service of nearly unfettered commercial data collection, retention, use, and sharing. It is up to the Commission to use the tools Congress explicitly gave us, however rusty we are at wielding them, to prevent these unlawful practices. That is why I have consistently, for years, called for the Commission to begin the process to consider clear, bright-line rules against unfair or deceptive data practices pursuant to our Section 18 authority.10

6 See Kristin Cohen, Location, Health, and Other Sensitive Information: FTC Committed to Fully Enforcing the Law Against Illegal Use and Sharing of Highly Sensitive Data, Fed. Trade Comm’n (July 11, 2022), https://www.ftc.gov/business-guidance/blog/2022/07/location-health-other-sensitive-information-ftcs-policy-fully-enforcing-against-illegal-use- (“Smartphones, connected cars, wearable fitness trackers, “smart home” products, and even the browser you’re reading this on are capable of directly observing or deriving sensitive information about users.”).


13 See ANPR at 23 (“For instance, after a hacker steals personal consumer data from an inadequately secured database, an injunction stopping the conduct and requiring the business to take affirmative steps to improve its security going forward can help prevent future breaches but does not remediate the harm that has already occurred or is likely to occur.”).
Section 19 can enable such consequences.16

Rulemaking in the Time of ADPPA

For years, Congress has nibbled around the edges of comprehensive federal privacy legislation; it is now engaged in the advanced stages of consideration of such legislation. All members of the Commission have repeatedly called on Congress to act in this space. I have advocated for legislation that sets clear rules regarding data minimization restrictions, and secondary uses; that gives us the ability to seek civil penalties for law violations; that gives us flexible APA rulemaking authority so we can act swiftly to address new conduct; and most importantly gives the agency the resources to meaningfully enforce the law.

The House may be the closest it has been in years to seeing legislation like this reach the finish line.17 I not only welcome it—I prefer Congressional action to strengthen our authority., But I know a personal experience that the road for a bill to become a law is not a straight or easy one.18 In the absence of that legislation, and while Congress deliberates, we cannot sit idly by or press pause indefinitely on doing our jobs to the best of our ability. As I mentioned above, I believe that we have a duty to use the authorities Congress has already given us to prevent and address these unfair or deceptive practices how we best see fit.

I am certain that action by the Federal Trade Commission will not clip the wings of Congressional ambition. Our work here is complementary to Congress’ efforts.19 The bills supported by the leaders of both Commerce Committees empower the FTC to be a more effective privacy regulator,20 as will the record we develop pursuant to this ANPR. Section 18 rulemaking, even more so than more common APA rulemaking, gives members of the public the opportunity to be active participants in the policy process. The open record will allow us to hear from ordinary people about the data economy harms they have experienced. We can begin to flex our regulatory muscle by evaluating which of those harms meet the statutory prohibitions on unfair or deceptive practice and which of those are prevalent in the market. The study, public commentary, and dialogue this proceeding will launch can meaningfully inform any superseding rulemaking Congress eventually directs us to take as well as the Congressional debate should the current legislative progress stall.

Our Authority and the Scope of This Proceeding

Some have balked at this ANPR as overly ambitious for an agency that has not previously issued rules in this area, or as coloring outside the lines of our statute in the topics it addresses, especially in light of the Supreme Court decision in West Virginia v. EPA. But our authority is as unambiguous as it is limited, and so our regulatory ambit is rightfully constrained—the questions we ask in the ANPR and the rules we are empowered to issue may be consequential, but they do not implicate the “major questions doctrine.”21

Section 18 Rulemaking

In its grant of Section 18 rulemaking authority to the Commission in 1975 under the Magnuson-Moss Warranty—Federal Trade Commission Improvement Act, Congress explicitly empowered the FTC to “define with specificity acts or practices which are unfair or deceptive acts or practices in or affecting commerce . . .”22 Those terms, and therefore our delegated authority, are not defined by “modest words,” “vague terms,” “subtle devices,” or “oblique or elliptical language.”23 Determining what acts “in commerce” are unfair or deceptive is central to our statutory mission and their meaning is prescribed by our statutes and nearly 100 years of judicial interpretation.

It is worth reiterating these standards, both as a matter of legal principle and as a note for those participating in this process. A “deceptive” act is one that (1) makes a “representation, omission, or practice that is likely to mislead the consumer” (2) who is “acting reasonably in the circumstances” and (3) is “material,” meaning it would “affect the consumer’s conduct or decision with regard to a product or service.”24

Congress updated the FTC Act in 1994, adopting into statute the Commission’s policy statement on “unfairness.” An act may be “unfair” and in violation of the FTC Act if that act (1) “causes or is likely to cause substantial injury to consumers,” (2) “is not reasonably avoidable by consumers themselves,” and (3) is not “outweighed by countervailing benefits to consumers or to competition.”25

Even after finding that a practice is unfair or deceptive we face an additional hurdle to issuing a Notice of proposed rulemaking leading to a possible Trade Regulation Rule. We may issue proposed rules to prevent unfair or deceptive practices only if we find that such practices are “prevalent.” We can find a practice prevalent if the FTC has “issued cease and desist orders regarding such acts or practices,” or we can determine prevalence through “any other information available to the Commission” that “indicates a widespread pattern of unfair or deceptive acts or practices.”26

We cannot invent the law here. I want to underscore this. In this rulemaking we can address only unfair or deceptive practices that we could have otherwise found unlawful in the ordinary enforcement of our Section 5 authority on a case-by-case basis. But the purpose of Section 18 rulemaking is not merely to memorialize unlawful activity that we have already fully adjudicated.27

16 In the course of removing our 13(b) equitable monetary relief authority, the Supreme Court admonished the Commission to stop complaining about the “cumbersome” Section 19 process and either use our authority in earnest, ask Congress for a fix, or both. AMG Cap. Mgmt., 141 S. Ct. at 1352 (“Nothing we say today, however, prohibits the Commission from using its authority under § 5 and § 19 to obtain restitution on behalf of consumers. If the Commission believes that authority too cumbersome or otherwise inadequate, it is, of course, free to ask Congress to grant it further remedial authority.”).


19 A group of nine Senators wrote that these are “parallel” efforts and encouraged the Commission to “take advantage of every tool in its toolkit to protect consumers’ privacy.” Notably, a majority of these members have either introduced or cosponsored FTC-empowering privacy legislation. Senators Booker, Blumenthal, Coons, Lujan, Markay, Klobuchar, Schatz, Warren, and Wyden.


21 West Virginia, 142 S. Ct. at 2614 (2022) (“Given those circumstances [of a novel claim of authority by an agency] . . . the Government must—under the major questions doctrine—point to ‘clear congressional authorization’ to regulate in that manner.”). The FTC is exercising here, however, its central authority: to define unfair or deceptive acts or practices, as it has done in enforcement matters for nearly 100 years under Section 5 in and rulemaking under Section 18 for nearly 50.

22 15 U.S.C. 57a(a)[1][B].

23 West Virginia, 142 S. Ct. at 2609 (internal quotation marks omitted).


26 15 U.S.C. 57a(b)[3].

27 In fact, we have a different statute for that process: our penalty offense authority. See Fed.
The ANPR allows us to look at harms systematically and address the root of that unlawful activity. The limiting principle for the scope of conduct we may regulate is the contours of the law itself: acts that are both deceptive or unfair and prevalent.

**Scope of the ANPR**

The scope of the ANPR is reflective of the broad set of issues that arise from unfettered commercial data collection and use. That a public inquiry into this market asks a wide range of questions—inquiring about issues like consent, algorithms, ad-delivery, demographic data, engagement, and the ecosystem’s effects on kids and teens—should not be surprising. This is broadly the same scope of issues the Commission is currently examining in our social media and video streaming study initiated under Chair Simons in 2020.28

I believe it is appropriate to ask those questions, and more, in this ANPR. I expect that the record will alert us, and Congress, to widespread harms that may otherwise have not reached our attention. Some of those harms may be better addressed under our other sector-specific privacy authorities or under our competition authority. A holistic look at the data economy allows us to better understand the interplay between our consumer protection and competition missions and, should we get to that stage, propose better and more effective rules.

**Are data abuse rules different?**

Some have argued that this exercise of our rulemaking authority is permissible to address some unfair or deceptive practices in some other sector of the market but not this one.29 The rules the agency has historically issued already touch hundreds of millions of Americans’ lives. FTC rules cover business conduct in funeral services,30 the marketing of new opportunities to consumers,31 the eyeglasses market,32 and unfair credit practices.33 These rules cover sectors with hundreds of billions in economic output. The Franchise Rule,34 for example, helps govern the business conduct of a sector that employs over 8 million people and contributes over 3% to the country’s GDP.35 This is all to say that the “bigness” of an industry, or the potential significance of rulemaking in that industry, should have little bearing on the legal question about the scope of our authority.36 As a policy matter, “bigness,” if anything, should compel extra scrutiny of business practices on our part, not a free pass, kid gloves, or a punt to Congress. Though their products and services touch all our lives, technology companies are not exempt from generally applicable laws. If we have the authority to police their business practices by case-by-case enforcement to protect the public from potentially unfair or deceptive practices, and we do, then we have the authority to examine how *ex ante* rules may also govern those practices.

**Issues of Particular Interest**

I want to encourage public participation in this comment period, especially from the voices we hear from less at the Commission. Having information in the record from a diverse set of communities and commenters will strengthen the record and help lay a firm foundation for potential agency action. I encourage the public to engage with all the issues we have teed up in the ANPR and to think about how commercial surveillance and abusive data practices affect them not only as consumers of products and services but also as workers, small business owners, and potential competitors to dominant firms.37 I’m eager to see and evaluate the record in its entirety, but there are some issues I have had a particular interest in during my time at the Commission. I’ve highlighted some of them below.

**Minimization and Purpose and Use Specifications**

I have spoken at length about my interest in ideas around data minimization.38 The ANPR asks several questions related to the concept, and I am eager to see comments about potentially unlawful practices in this area, the state of data collection in the industry, and how that relates to user expectations of the products or services on offer.39

**Civil Rights, Vulnerable Populations, and Discriminatory Algorithms**

Data abuses are a civil rights issue, and commercial surveillance can be especially harmful from a civil rights and equity perspective. The FTC’s own reports have explored these issues for years.40 The FTC’s mission to protect consumers from unfair or deceptive practices in commerce must include examining how commercial practices affect the marginalized and vulnerable. Discrimination based on protected-class status is obviously unfair in the colloquial sense and may sometimes be unfair in Section 5 terms as well.41 As I have written, failure to closely scrutinize the impact of data-driven decision-making tools can create discriminatory outcomes.42 The ANPR
benefits the whole of the Commission’s mission; well-supported rules could facilitate competition, improve respect for and compliance with the law, and relieve our enforcement burdens. I have an open mind about this process and no certainty about where our inquiry will lead or what rules the record will support, as I believe is my obligation. But I do know that it is past time for us to begin asking these questions and to follow the facts and evidence where they lead us. I expect that the Commission will take this opportunity to think deeply about people’s experiences in this market and about how to ensure that the benefits of progress are not built on an exploitative foundation. Clear rules have the potential for making the data economy more fair and more equitable for consumers, workers, businesses, and potential competitors alike.

I am grateful to the Commission staff for their extensive work leading up to the issuance of this ANPR, as well as to the Chair for her leadership in pushing this project across the starting line, and to my fellow Commissioners for their thoughtful engagement with the document. Both the Chair and Commissioner Bedoya brought their expertise and vision to this endeavor, which is reflected throughout the final product. And, although I do not agree with my dissenting colleagues Commissioners Phillips and Wilson, I very much appreciate their constructive engagement, which has helped improve not only my own thinking but also the substance of the ANPR. I look forward to continued dialogue with all of them.

**Statement of Commissioner Alvaro M. Bedoya**

Our nation is the world’s unquestioned leader on technology. We are the world’s unquestioned leader in the data economy. And yet we are almost alone in our lack of meaningful protections for this infrastructure. We lack a modern data security law. We lack a baseline consumer privacy rule. We lack civil rights protections suitable for the digital age. This is a landscape ripe for abuse.

Now it is time to act. Today, we are beginning the hard work of considering new rules to protect people from unfair or deceptive commercial surveillance and data security practices.

My friend Commissioner Phillips argues that this advance notice of proposed rulemaking (“ANPR”) “recast[s] the Commission as a legislature,” and “reaches outside the jurisdiction of the FTC.” I respectfully disagree. Today, we’re just asking questions, exactly as Congress has directed us to do. At this most preliminary step, breadth is a feature, not a bug. We need a diverse range of public comments to help us discern whether and how to proceed with notices of proposed rulemaking. There is much more process to come.

In 1975, Congress passed the Magnuson-Moss Warranty—Federal Trade Commission Improvement Act (the “Magnuson-Moss Act”). That Act made explicit the Commission’s authority to prescribe rules prohibiting unfair or deceptive trade practices. It also set out steps for doing so, including providing informal oral hearings with a limited right of cross examination, which were consistent with best practices of that time. In the decade following its passage, the Magnuson-Moss Act was viewed as “substantially increasing the agency’s rulemaking powers.” Together with Congress’s modest amendments to this process in 1980 and 1994, federal law now gives us a clear roadmap for this work. We will follow it to the letter.

The bipartisan American Data Privacy and Protection Act (ADPPA) is the strongest privacy bill that has ever been close to passing. I hope it does pass. I hope it passes soon. What Chairman Frank Pallone, Ranking Member Cathy McMorris Rodgers, Senator Roger...
Wicker and her colleagues have accomplished is formidable and promising. This ANPR will not interfere with that effort. I want to be clear: Should the ADPPA pass, I will not vote for any rule that overlaps with it. There are no grounds to point to this process as reason to delay passage of that legislation.

Turning finally to the substance of the ANPR itself: It is a priority for me that the Commission, throughout this rulemaking process, stays focused on the needs of people who are most at risk of being left behind by new technology in the modern economy. So while I will be interested in answers to all of our questions, I am keenly interested to learn about:

1. Emerging discrimination issues (Questions 65–72), especially from civil rights experts and affected communities. I agree with Commissioner Slaughter and Chair Khan that our unfairness authority is a powerful tool for combating discrimination. It clearly is. Given significant gaps in federal antidiscrimination laws, especially related to internet platforms and technology companies, I believe the Commission must act to protect people’s civil rights.

2. The mental health of kids and teens (Question 17), especially from youth development experts and psychologists. A growing body of evidence suggests that teenagers, particularly teenage girls, who spend more than two or three hours daily on social media, suffer from increased rates of depression, anxiety, and thoughts of suicide and self-harm. This is a nuanced issue, and peer-reviewed research is still developing. But this nuance does not diminish the urgency of this work, and in fact heightens our need for comments on it. I appreciate especially the partnership of Commissioner Wilson in this area.

3. How to protect non-English speaking communities from fraud and other abusive data practices (Question 58), especially from affinity groups, internet platforms, and experts in fraud prevention practices. We know that many non-English language communities are disproportionately targeted in the offline world, and I am worried the story is even worse online. I’d like to hear more about how new rules might encourage more effective enforcement by both the Commission and private firms against scams and fraud.

4. How to protect against unfair or deceptive practices related to biometrics (Questions 37–38). A new generation of remote biometric technology is transforming our ability to move in public with some semblance of privacy. I’d welcome proposals for how rules may address and prevent abuse and harmful invasions of privacy. I want to recognize Commissioner Slaughter for her early vision on this rulemaking process, Chair Khan for her leadership in moving this effort forward, and all the agency staff who worked on it. Although my Republican colleagues are voting against this ANPR, I want them and the public to know I’ll still seek their input throughout the process that follows.

I am most grateful to the members of the public, civil society, and small businesses community who will take the time to comment on this ANPR. We need your input. We will read it carefully and with interest.

Dissenting Statement of Commissioner Noah Joshua Phillips

Legislating comprehensive national rules for consumer data privacy and security is a complicated undertaking. Any law our nation adopts will have vast economic significance. It will impact many thousands of companies, millions of citizens, and billions upon billions of dollars in commerce. It will involve real trade-offs between, for example, innovation, jobs, and economic growth on the one hand and protection from privacy harms on the other. (It will also require some level of social consensus about which harms the law can and should address.) Like most regulations, comprehensive rules for data privacy and security will likely displace some amount of competition. Reducing the ability of companies to use data about consumers, which today facilitates the provision of free services, may result in higher prices—an effect that policymakers would be remiss not to consider in our current inflationary environment.


12 When a business substantially injures a person because of who they are, and that injury is not reasonably avoidable or outweighed by a countervailing benefit, that business has acted unlawfully. See Federal Trade Commission, Policy Statement on Unfairness (Dec. 17, 1988), https:// www.ftc.gov/legal-library/browse/ftc-policy- statement-unfairness (“[t]o justify a finding of unfairness the injury must satisfy three tests. It must be substantial; it must not be outweighed by any countervailing benefits to consumers or competition that the practice produces; and it must be an injury that consumers themselves could not reasonably have avoided.”).

13 For example, Title VII of the Civil Rights Act of 1964 covers employers and employment agencies, but does not directly address hiring technology sourcing platforms, and other companies that intermediate people’s access to employment opportunity. See Title VII of the Civil Rights Act of 1964, 42 U.S.C. 2000e–2. Similarly, the Equal Credit Opportunity Act (ECOA)
not the Federal Trade Commission (“FTC” or “Commission”)—is where national privacy law should be enacted. I am heartened to see Congress considering just such a law today, and hope this Commission process does nothing to upset that consideration. So I don’t think we should do this. But if you’re going to do it, do it right. The Commercial Surveillance and Data Security advance notice of proposed rulemaking (“ANPR”) issued today by a majority of commissioners provides no notice whatsoever of the scope and parameters of any rules or regulations that might follow; thereby, undermining the public input and congressional notification processes. It is the wrong approach to rulemaking for privacy and data security.

What the ANPR does accomplish is to recast the Commission as a legislature, with virtually limitless rulemaking authority where personal data are concerned. It contemplates banning or regulating conduct the Commission has never once identified as unfair or deceptive. This is a dramatic departure even from recent Commission rulemaking practice. The ANPR also contemplates taking the agency outside its bailiwick. At the same time, the ANPR virtually ignores the privacy and data security concerns that have animated our enforcement regime for decades. A cavalcade of regulations may be on the way, but their number and substance are a mystery.

**The ANPR Fails To Provide Notice of Anything and Will Not Elicit a Coherent Record**

The ANPR fails to live up to its promise in its name, to give advance notice to the public (and Congress) of what the Commission might propose. The FTC Act requires an ANPR to “contain a brief description of the area to which the public is being invited to respond,” and to “identify the nature of the regulatory action proposed.” The ANPR should contain “a brief description of the area to which the public is being invited to respond,” and the ANPR should identify the nature of the regulatory action proposed.

The ANPR provides no clue what rules the FTC might ultimately adopt. In fact, the Commission expressly states that the ANPR does not identify the full scope of approaches it could undertake, does not delineate a boundary on issues on which the public can comment, and in no way constrains the actions it might take in an NPRM or final rule. This scattershot approach creates two obvious problems: stakeholders cannot discern how to engage meaningfully and provide comment, and the lack of focus for their comments will give the Commission a convenient ability to proceed in any direction it chooses. I earnestly cannot see how this document furthers an effort to fashion discrete and durable privacy and data security rules. The ANPR poses some 95 questions about the myriad topics it purports to address, but many simply fail to provide the detail necessary for commenters to prepare constructive responses. Take the ANPR’s blanket request for cost-benefit analyses:

> [The] Commission invites public comment on (a) the nature and prevalence of harmful commercial surveillance and data security practices, (b) the balance of costs and countervailing benefits of such practices for consumers and competition, as well as the costs and benefits of any given potential trade regulation rule, and (c) proposals for protecting consumers from harmful and prevalent commercial surveillance and lax data security practices.

This question asks the public to comment on the costs and benefits of any business practice and any possible regulation involving “commercial surveillance,” a term defined so broadly (and with such foreboding) that it captures any collection or use of consumer data. It goes on to ask commenters how the Commission should evaluate the answers, as if the FTC Act does not provide a framework for fashioning such regulations (it does) and the Commission does not know how to apply it (I hope we do).

These kinds of questions are not conducive to stakeholders submitting data and analysis that can be compared and considered in the context of a...
specific rule. The Commission would be more likely to receive helpful data if it asked commenters for the costs and benefits of some defined kind of conduct, or a particular rule to regulate it—say, information collected by exercise apps, or a rule limiting the use of third-party analytics by those apps. Without specific questions about business practices and potential regulations, the Commission cannot hope for tailored responses providing a full picture of particular practices. Determining the appropriateness and scope of any subsequent proposed rule will prove difficult.

The ANPR Recasts the FTC as a Legislature

The ANPR kickstarts the circuitvention of the legislative process and the imposition upon the populace of the policy preferences of a majority of unelected FTC commissioners. The Supreme Court recently noted “a particular and recurring problem [of] agencies exercising highly consequential power beyond what Congress could reasonably be understood to have granted.”19 Apparently, the FTC is next up to the plate. Our Section 18 authority to regulate “unfair or deceptive acts or practices”20 goes only so far; and the ANPR contemplates reaching well beyond, including to common business practices we have never before even asserted are illegal. Reading the FTC Act to provide the Commission with the “sweeping and consequential authority”21 to mandate changes across huge swaths of the economy will test the limits of our congressional delegation.

The ANPR’s many references to international and state privacy laws signal the majority’s view that the scope of the rules passed by the unelected commissioners of an independent agency should be on par with statutes passed by elected legislators. Even as we vote, Congress is considering actively legislating concerning the very matters the ANPR purports to address.22 I sincerely hope that this ill-advised process does not upset that very much needed one.

The ANPR colors well outside the lines of conduct that has been the subject of many (or, in any prominent cases, any)23 enforcement actions, where real world experience provides a guide.44 Unlike our December 2021 ANPR targeting fraudsters that impersonate the government, for example, the Commission does not have 20 years of cases covering the same conduct.25 The Auto Rule NPRM issued last month also targeted conduct that was the basis of repeated Commission enforcement.26 This ANPR, meanwhile, attempts to establish the prevalence necessary to justify broad commercial surveillance rulemaking by citing an amalgam of cases concerning very different business models and conduct.27 Under Section 18, the agency must show that the unfair acts or practices in question are prevalent, a determination that can only be made if the Commission has previously “issued cease and desist orders regarding such acts or practices,” or if it has any other information that “indicates a widespread pattern of unfair or deceptive acts or practices.”28 Where the agency has little (or no)

20 Observers have, in the past, taken the FTC to task for trying to create “law” through settlements it reaches following investigations with private parties. See, e.g., Justin (Gus) Hurwitz, Data Security and the FTC’s UnCommon Law, 101 Iowa L. Rev. 955 (2016). That is a real concern. But those criticisms seem quaint in retrospect, as this ANPR contemplates banning or regulating conduct that hasn’t even been the subject of enforcement. For example, while the Commission has explored facial recognition and automated decision-making in workshops and reports, it has never found that the use of facial recognition technology or automated decision-making themselves to be unfair. Despite lack of enforcement actions, if questions such as 38 or 60 of this ANPR are any indication, the Commission might rush straight to limiting or prohibiting their use. See ANPR at section IV, Q.36 and Q.60.


29 See ANPR section IV, Q.62.

30 ed. at 6.
minimization requirements or restrict secondary uses of data, many still allow for consent. For example, the Children’s Online Privacy Protection Act of 1998 requires parents to give verified parental consent before a business collects information from a child. The European Union’s General Data Protection Regulation (“GDPR”) allows businesses to process data if they have the consumer’s consent, which must be freely given, specific, informed, and unambiguous.

The ANPR appears skeptical that consumers can be trusted to make their own choices, seeking information on what “commercial surveillance” practices are illegal, “irrespective of whether consumers consent to them.” Should the majority be thwarted in its quest to make consent that passed, the ANPR contemplates at least having different consent standards for individuals “in crisis” or “especially vulnerable to deception.” This is paternalistic to say the least: Heaven forbid adults make decisions and permit companies to use their data to serve them targeted ads. But even if you disagree with that view, the point is that a consequential decision to take away that choice from individuals—like many of the decisions that need to be weighed in creating a national privacy law—is best left to Congress. The FTC is not a legislature.

The ANPR also contemplates rewriting the Children’s Online Privacy Protection Act (“COPPA”). Consistent with its dismissal of consent as a legal basis for collecting data, its discussion of children and teens is hostile to the idea that parents can consent to the collection, use, or sharing of data about their children. In enacting COPPA, with its explicit provision for verifiable parental consent, Congress determined that parents can make decisions about the collection and sharing of their children’s personal data. The FTC cannot and should not attempt to overrule Congress through rulemaking—or parents, who routinely have to make all sorts of decisions about our children.

To be fair, the ANPR raises the important question of whether there should be more rules that protect the privacy of teenagers. COPPA only covers children under thirteen, and there are plenty of data privacy and security issues that impact youth ages 13 to 16 online. But here the ANPR is out of order. Just days ago, the Senate Commerce Committee considered legislation to amend COPPA, including to extend protections to minors up to age 16. Congress is working on these answers. And, lest we forget, so are we. The privacy of children was a central concern of the social media 6(b)s, a project we have not yet completed. The Commission also has had ongoing for years a review of the COPPA Rule. The Commission received over 170,000 comments upon it, the most of any request for input issued in the history of the agency. This ANPR threatens to supersede that process. We should first complete our homework on those projects before starting over the process of writing new rules.

The ANPR is FTC Overreach

The ANPR reaches outside the jurisdiction of the FTC. It seeks to recast the agency as a civil rights enforcer, contemplating policing algorithms for disparate impact without a statutory command. This raises immediate concerns. First, do we have the authority? When Congress seeks to ban discrimination, it says so directly. The FTC Act does not mention discrimination. Second, the civil rights laws Congress has adopted to fight discrimination delineate the bases upon which discrimination is illegal. The FTC Act does not. Third, our antidiscrimination laws cover aspects of commerce where Congress has expressed concern about the impact of discrimination, for example housing, employment, and the extension of credit. The FTC Act applies broadly to any unfair or deceptive act or practice in or affecting commerce. Finally, the FTC Act does not specify whether it is a regime of disparate treatment or disparate impact.

When determining what conduct violates an antidiscrimination law, all of these questions are critical. The FTC Act, which is not such a law, answers none of them. All of that raises the prospect of interpreting the FTC Act to bar disparate impact, including on bases that most would regard as perfectly reasonable or at the very least benign. So, for example, an algorithm resulting in ads for concert tickets being shown more often to music lovers would constitute illegal discrimination against those who are not music lovers. So might a dating app that uses an algorithm to help users find people of the same faith. Under the theory presupposed in the ANPR, such conduct would be illegal.

The ANPR seeks comment on whether the Commission might bar or limit the deployment of any system that produces disparate outcomes, irrespective of the data or processes on which the outcomes were based. (Is this what people mean when they say “algorithmic justice”? This could very well mean barring or limiting any technology that uses algorithms to make decisions that apply to people. The ANPR requests comment on whether the FTC should “forbid or limit the development, design, and use of automated decision-making systems that generate or otherwise facilitate outcomes that violate Section 5.” In other words, the Commission wonders if it should put the kibosh on the development of artificial intelligence. Stopping American innovation in its tracks seems to me neither to reflect the law nor to be sound public policy.

The Chair’s statement that, through this process, we can and should regulate the relations between
employers and employees where data are concerned.49 The only related question in the ANPR asks “[h]ow, if at all, should potential new trade regulation rules address harms to different consumers across different sectors?”50 That question does not seem designed to obtain the information that would be necessary to regulate employers’ use of data concerning their employees, so perhaps the concept is off the table right out of the gate. But if not, I disagree with the premise that the FTC Act confers upon us jurisdiction to regulate any aspect of the employer-employee relationship that happens to involve data.51

But wait, there’s more. The Commission is also apparently considering prohibiting social media, search, or other companies from owning or operating any business that engages in activities such as personalized advertising.52 The ANPR seeks comment on whether we should limit advertising.53 It contemplates requiring companies to disclose their intellectual property and trade secrets.54 How any of these naked restraints on competition fall within our ken of policing “unfair or deceptive acts or practices” is completely unclear.

My preference would be that before we draft an ANPR, we be clear about the scope of our legal authority and that our proposal would be guided by those limitations. The ANPR looks instead like a mechanism to fish for legal theories that might justify outlandish regulatory ambition outside our jurisdiction and move far beyond where Commission enforcement has tread. Any ideas of how we might have the authority to ban targeted advertising?55 Are we constrained by the First Amendment or Section 230 of the Communications Decency Act?56 The ANPR is open to all creative ideas.57

The ANPR Gives Short Shrift to Critical Policy Issues Within its Scope

The ANPR lavishes attention on areas that have not been a focus of our enforcement and policy work, but shortchanges data security, one area ripe for FTC rulemaking. Over the past 20 years, the Commission has brought around 80 data security cases, hosted workshops, and done significant outreach to the business community on the topic of data security. A data security rule could protect consumers from the harms stemming from data breaches and provide businesses with greater clarity about their obligation to protect personal data. It could incentivize better security by increasing the cost of bad security. I would welcome such a rulemaking if fashioned well. Instead of focusing on this important area, the ANPR gives data security short shrift. Six questions. That’s it. A data security ANPR would surely have been more than six questions, a good indication that this ANPR is just not enough to make a data security rule. For example, our ANPR on impersonation fraud asked 13 questions about a far narrower topic. This is a missed opportunity to develop the record needed for a rule requiring companies to implement data security safeguards to protect consumers’ personal data.

Perhaps the most shocking aspect of this ANPR is not what it contains, but what it leaves out: privacy. Missing from this document is any meaningful discussion about whether there should be different rules based on the sensitivity of data, a traditional area of privacy concern reflected in particular federal laws, which provide greater protection for data considered more sensitive, like health data, financial data, and data collected from children.58 Almost as an afterthought, the ANPR asks “which kinds of data” might be subject to any potential rules, but there is no attempt at real engagement on the topic.59 There is no question asking how “sensitive data” should be defined. The ANPR seeks information about whether the Commission should put restrictions on fingerprinting,60 but is incurious about whether a rule should treat medical history and a social security number differently than an IP address or zip code.61 ANPR questions focused on treating data differently based on sectors rather than on the sensitivity of the data itself fail to recognize that health data is collected and held across multiple sectors. One of the first steps in any serious attempt to develop a baseline privacy standard should be to determine what information is sensitive and might justify higher levels of protection.

In another departure from most privacy frameworks, the ANPR includes little discussion of how a rule should incorporate important principles like access, correction, deletion, and portability. The majority is so focused on justifying limiting or banning conduct now apparently disfavored that they spare no thought for how best to empower consumers. If you were hoping that the FTC would use its expertise and experience to develop rules that would give consumers greater transparency and control over their personal data, you must be very disappointed.

Conclusion

When adopting regulations, clarity is a virtue. But the only thing clear in the ANPR is a rather dystopic view of modern commerce. This document will certainly spark some spirited conversations, but the point of an ANPR is not simply to pose provocative questions. This is not an academic symposium. It is the first step in a rulemaking process, and the law entitles the public to some sense of where the FTC is going.

I would have supported an ANPR for a data security rule. I would have been more sympathetic to an ANPR that was focused on consumer privacy as reflected in our long record of enforcement and policy advocacy—say, a rule that, for example, would require transparency or that would, depending

---

50 ANPR at section IV, Q.12.
51 The Chair’s statement cites to the Amazon Flex case to support the notion that the Commission has authority to regulate the relationship between employers and employees. But that settled enforcement action concerned independent contractors. See In the matter of Amazon.com, Inc. and Amazon Logistics, Inc., FTC File No. 1923123 (2021), https://www.ftc.gov/legal-library/browse/cases-proceedings/1923123-amazon-flex. While this Commissioner is no expert in labor and employment law, my understanding is that the distinction between independent contractors and employees is fundamental.
52 Id. at section IV, Q.39.
53 Id. at [Q.46].
54 China probably approves. Id. at section IV, Q.86.
55 Id. at section IV, Q.62.
56 Id. at section IV, Q.63–64.
57 Law enforcement agencies should stay within the clearly delineated bounds of the law. There are no points for creativity.
59 See ANPR at section IV, Q.10.
60 While fingerprints would likely constitute sensitive data under a privacy rule, I will be interested to learn how fingerprinting itself is an unfair or deceptive practice under Section 5.
61 The decision not to ask about how to define sensitive data is particularly odd given the agency’s recent statements vowing to aggressively pursue cases involving the use and sharing of “location, health, and other sensitive information.” If the goal is to forbid the sharing of location data, in particular location data relating to reproductive health, a rule defining sensitive data would seem invaluable to that project. See Kristin Cohen, Location, health, and other sensitive information: FTC committed to fully enforcing the law against illegal use and sharing of highly sensitive data, Fed. Trade Comm’n Business Blog (July 11, 2022), https://www.ftc.gov/business-guidance/blog/2022/07/location-health-other-sensitive-information-ftc-committed-fully-enforcing-law-against-illegal-use.
on the sensitivity of the information or the purposes for which it was collected, put some limits on the collection and use of consumer information. These ideas would be consistent with, among other things, Commission enforcement experience. I cannot support an ANPR that is the first step in a plan to go beyond the Commission’s remit and outside its experience to issue rules that fundamentally alter the internet economy without a clear congressional mandate. That’s not “democratizing” the FTC or using all “the tools in the FTC’s toolbox.” It’s a naked power grab. I dissent.

Dissenting Statement of Commissioner Christine S. Wilson

Throughout my tenure as an FTC Commissioner, I have encouraged Congress to pass comprehensive privacy legislation. While I have great faith in markets to produce the best results for consumers, Econ 101 teaches that the prerequisites of healthy competition are sometimes absent. Markets do not operate efficiently, for example, when consumers do not have complete and accurate information about the characteristics of the products and services they are evaluating. Neither do markets operate efficiently when the costs and benefits of a product are not fully borne by its producer and consumers—in other words, when a product creates what economists call externalities. Both of these shortcomings are on display in the areas of privacy and data security. In the language of economists, both information asymmetries and the presence of externalities lead to inefficient outcomes with respect to privacy and data security.

Federal privacy legislation would provide transparency to consumers regarding the full scope of data collection, and how collected data are used, shared, sold, and otherwise monetized. In addition, a comprehensive privacy law would give businesses much-needed clarity and certainty regarding the rules of the road in this important area, particularly given the patchwork of state laws that is emerging. And Congressional action would help fill the emerging gaps in sector-specific approaches created by evolving technologies and emerging demands for information. Perhaps most importantly, a national privacy law would help curb violations of our civil liberties. While I have long been concerned about data collection and usage, the events of 2020 laid bare new dangers and served only to deepen my concerns. During that time, I wrote and spoke on several occasions regarding pressing privacy and civil liberties issues. In the face of continued Congressional inaction, I became willing to consider whether the Commission should undertake a Section 18 rulemaking to address privacy and data security. But even then, I emphasized that an FTC rulemaking would be vastly inferior to federal privacy legislation. And I continue to believe that Congressional action is the best course.

I am heartened that Congress is now considering a bipartisan, bicameral bill that employs a sound, comprehensive, and nuanced approach to consumer privacy and data security. The American Data Privacy and Protection Act (ADPPA) rightly has earned broad acclaim in the Senate Committee on Energy and Commerce and the Subcommittee on Consumer Protection and Commerce, and is moving to a floor vote in the House. I am grateful to Ranking Member Roger Wicker, Chairman Frank Pallone, Chair Jan Schakowsky, Ranking Member Cathy McMorris Rodgers, and Ranking Member Gus Bilirakis for their thoughtful work, and I hope to see this bill become a law. The momentum of ADPPA plays a significant role in my “no” vote on the advance notice of proposed rulemaking (ANPRM) announced today. I am gravely concerned that opponents of the bill will use the ANPRM as an excuse to derail the ADPPA.

While the potential to derail the ADPPA plays a large role in my decision to dissent, I have several other misgivings about proceeding with the ANPRM. First, in July 2021, the Commission made changes to the Section 18 Rules of Practice that decrease opportunities for public input and vest significant authority for the rulemaking proceedings solely with the Chair. Second, the Commission is authorized to issue a notice of proposed rulemaking when it “has reason to believe that the unfair or deceptive acts or practices which are the subject of the proposed rulemaking are prevalent.” Many practices discussed in this ANPRM are presented as clearly deceptive or unfair despite the fact that they stretch far beyond practices with which we are familiar, given our extensive law enforcement experience. Indeed, the ANPRM wanders far afield of areas for which we have clear evidence of a widespread pattern of unfair or deceptive practices. Third, regulatory and enforcement overreach increasingly has drawn sharp criticism from courts. Recent Supreme Court decisions indicate FTC rulemaking overreach likely will not
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fare well when subjected to judicial review. And fourth, Chair Khan’s public statements give me no basis to believe that she will seek to ensure that proposed rule provisions fit within the Congressionally circumscribed jurisdiction of the FTC. Neither has Chair Khan given me reason to believe that she harbors any concerns about harms that will befall the agency (and ultimately consumers) as a consequence of her overreach.

While baseline privacy legislation is important, I am pleased that Congress also is considering legislation that would provide heightened privacy protections for children. Recent research reveals that platforms use granular data to track children’s online behavior, serve highly curated feeds that increase engagement, and (in some instances) push kids towards harmful behavior, serve highly curated feeds that increase engagement, and (in some instances) push kids towards harmful content. More broadly, the research reveals a “catastrophic wave of mood disorders (anxiety and depression) and related behaviors (self-harm and suicide)” among minors, and particularly teenage girls, who spend a significant amount of time on social media daily. The Kids Online Safety Act makes particularly noteworthy contributions, and I applaud Senators Richard Blumenthal and Marsha Blackburn on their work. I appreciate that my newest colleague, Commissioner Alvaro Bedoya, brings to the Commission deep experience in the field of privacy and data security and shares my concerns about protecting children online. I look forward to working with him, FTC staff, and our fellow Commissioners to take constructive steps in this area, including advancing key research, heightening awareness, bringing enforcement actions, and concluding the Commission’s ongoing review of the Children’s Online Privacy Protection Act.
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Reopening of Comment Period and Hearing Regarding Proposed Amendment to Procedures Governing the Filing and Processing of Prohibited Transaction Exemption Applications

AGENCY: Employee Benefits Security Administration.

ACTION: Hearing announcement and reopening of the comment period.

SUMMARY: The Department of Labor’s Employee Benefits Security Administration (EBSA) will hold a public hearing regarding the proposed amendment to its prohibited transaction exemption filing and processing procedures. EBSA welcomes requests from the general public to testify at the hearing.

As discussed in the DATES section below, the Department of Labor (the Department) also is reopening the comment period regarding the proposed amendment to its prohibited transaction exemption filing and processing procedures. EBSA requests comments, including a written request to testify at the hearing.

DATES: The public hearing will be held on September 15, 2022, and (if necessary) September 16, 2022, via WebEx beginning at 9 a.m. EDT. Requests to testify at the hearing should be submitted to the Department on or before September 8, 2022. The Department will reopen the comment period for the proposed amendment on September 15, 2022. The Department will publish a Federal Register notice announcing that the hearing transcript is available on EBSA’s web page and when the reopened comment period closes.

ADDRESSES: Please submit all comments and requests to testify concerning the proposed rule to the Office of Exemption Determinations through the Federal eRulemaking Portal at www.regulations.gov using Docket ID number EBSA—2022–0003. Instructions are provided at the end of this notice.

FOR FURTHER INFORMATION CONTACT: Brian Shiker, Office of Exemption Determinations, EBSA, by phone at (202) 693–8552 (not a toll-free number) or email shiker.brian@dol.gov.

SUPPLEMENTARY INFORMATION:

Background

This spring, the Department published a proposed amendment (the Rule) that would update its existing procedures governing the filing and processing of applications for administrative exemptions from the prohibited transaction provisions of the Employee Retirement Income Security Act, the Internal Revenue Code, and the Federal Employees’ Retirement System Act. The Rule was published in the Federal Register (87 FR 14722) on March 15, 2022.

The Department received 29 comment letters on the Rule before the public comment period ended on May 29, 2022. After consideration of the comments, including a written request for a public hearing, the Department has decided to hold a virtual public hearing to provide an opportunity for all interested parties to testify on material factual information regarding the Rule.

The hearing will be held via WebEx on September 15, 2022, and (if necessary) September 16, 2022, beginning at 9 a.m. EDT. It will be transcribed. Registration information to access and view the hearing will be available on EBSA’s website: www.dol.gov/agencies/ebsa.

Instructions for Submitting Requests To Testify

Individuals and organizations interested in testifying at the public hearing must submit a written request to testify and a summary of their testimony by September 8, 2022. Requests to testify must include:

(1) the name, title, organization, address, email address, and telephone number of the individual who would testify;

(2) if applicable, the name of the organization(s) whose views be included.